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What is a map? A chart? A topography? A wayfinder? A guide?  
What does a map look like? To a geologist, it might show the layers 
and underlayers of an area of rock and earth, mapped out with 
lines and graduating patterns. To a tourist it might look like a neatly 
gridded composite of streets and destinations. To a teenager, a  
map might represent something else entirely: perhaps a delegated 
series of social conventions and behaviours intended to be followed 
and mimicked. 

To an artist a map can encompass all of the above but rarely is  
it obvious or tangible. People have long mapped aspects of their 
environment and lives: it is our way of discovering and coming 
to terms with our place and meaning in the world, whether on a 
practical or philosophical scale. The work of an artist often goes 
hand in hand with this human desire to understand and explore, 
and in this way an artist functions as a kind of cartographer, not just 
of human existence but of the various elements in the world that 
humans directly and indirectly connect to. 

Western Australian artist Larry Mitchell can be broadly defined as a 
‘landscape painter’, although this terminology somewhat diminishes 
the depth of his work. Mitchell is particularly adept at mapping 
environments, not simply because he is an artist but because he is 
an artist with a special sensitivity to landscapes: from grand vistas 
to the intriguing patterns of minutiae that comprise them. For Larry 
Mitchell: A Pilbara Project Exhibition, the artist has mapped, in his 
own terms, the gradients, textures and ambiences of the Pilbara, 
creating a collection of over fifty paintings over 2010 and 2011.

The Pilbara is a 500,000 square kilometre-plus region of Western 
Australia that sits to the south of the Kimberley and stretches from 
the shores of the Indian Ocean through to the depths of Australia’s 
interior, on the border of the Northern Territory. Meandering across 
such a large area means the Pilbara is geographically diverse, its 
landscape evolving from coastal sandplains to highlands to pure 
desert. It is in some parts arid, in other parts tropical. It is known  
for many things – for being home to some of the oldest contemporary 
cultures in the world; for encapsulating some of the oldest parts 
of the earth itself; for being incredibly rich and diverse in its 
mineralogy; and because of the latter, for becoming the epicentre  
of Australia’s economy in recent years.

This is the Pilbara that Larry Mitchell set out to explore over 
different seasons in 2009 and 2010. His journeys were part of The 
Pilbara Project: an initiative of cultural body FORM that has brought 
a medley of creative minds to the region with the aim of shaping 
a clearly imagined picture of the Pilbara. This picture takes into 
account the area’s subtleties and differing manifestations of culture, 
environment, ecology and industry.

For The Pilbara Project, Mitchell wanted to map these subtleties 
not only to form a visual representation of the Pilbara’s multifaceted 
personalities, but to illuminate its many values and roles to play. 
This is one of the ways that Mitchell is a cartographer: he is mapping 
the physicality of these places. Places in which the spindly new 
life of mangroves co-habitates with ore ships bigger than several 
houses. In which seemingly lonely mountain ranges and desert 
plains are unexpectedly punctuated by remote settlements, small 
but very much alive.

Landscape painters are adept at this kind of mapping and  
Australia, like many colonised countries, has nurtured a long line 
of landscape painters dedicated to capturing the visuality and 
physicality of places – the city, the bush, the outback, the river, the 
bay. This oeuvre of Australian landscape painting has served to 
document not only aspects of Australia at a specific point in time, 
but as people perceived these aspects at a point in time. The art  
of T.A. Gilfillan or Thomas Watling, who worked alongside explorers 
and settlers, depicts remote settlements that at face value are not 
dissimilar to Mitchell’s painting The Community. A little later, artists 
from A.H. Fullwood to Tom Roberts and Charles Condor sketched 
evidence of early industry in works detailing pastoral operations, 
busy ports and goldfields (again a link can be etched forward through 
time to Mitchell’s industrial vignettes of mining in the Pilbara). 

Mitchell’s forbearers of this kind have contributed to a general 
understanding of what Australia was once like, at different points 
in its history. But equally, Australian landscape painting hasBut equally, Australian landscape painting has 
served to map – or detail – something less corporeal. Artists such 
as Fred Williams, John Wolseley and even Jeffrey Smart and his 
urban landscapes have captured something else of the so-called 
‘real’ Australia. Not through attempting to seize actuality but 
through hinting at a feeling, an experience, a sensation, while also 
emphasising or exaggerating the fundamental traits of a place.
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Kimberley’s dramatic cliffs and waterways – an area that is the 
subject of constant debate regarding eco-preservation and access 
to natural resources. Yet Mitchell’s stance is not necessarily that 
of a steadfast Green. Rather, he possesses a rare understanding 
of the many interlinking values, roles and stipends – financial and 
otherwise – of a particular place. It is too easy to simplify and reduce 
everything to a duel between (in the context of these North and Mid 
Western regions) industry and environment; community livelihood 
and sustainability. His paintings strive to find a balance between 
contrary worlds occupying the one space because the reality is, they 
do occupy the one space and they are more interdependent than  
one might initially think. 

Mitchell’s Pilbara Project work considers similar themes. 
Travelling from the coastal inlets of Dampier and the Burrup 
Peninsula in March 2010, to the communities and country of the 
Martu Aboriginal people of the Western Desert in May presented 
particular moral quandaries to everyone journeying with Mitchell: 
from cultural displacement and historic grievances through to 
contemporary concerns like uranium mining, cultural preservation 
and sustainable planning.

Likewise Mitchell’s late 2009 journey to the picturesque islands  
on the furthermost edges of the Dampier Archipelago – Varanus  
and Barrow Islands – tendered another set of conflicted responses.  
I travelled with the artist and a handful of photographers to Varanus 
and then and there immediately understood Mitchell’s approach  
to painting these places, as well as the complex contexts they 
embody. The islands themselves are achingly beautiful, floating in  
a transparent Indian Ocean the colour of indigolite tourmaline: flyingindigolite tourmaline: flying tourmaline: flying 
across from Karratha on the mainland our helicopter dipped to 
reveal mother and infant seals and dolphins. Varanus Island itself 
is home to a large gas processing operation, but its circumference 
is a strictly protected marine conservation area. These two facts 
may seem at odds with one another. Yet the people we spoke to 
who worked on the island were genuinely proud of their ability to 
maintain, if precariously, this balance. Mitchell’s Off Varanus Island 
and Pilbara Island works were produced from this experience, the 
artist choosing to focus on the magnificence of the islands’ natural 
forms, instead of questioning their industrial ones.

Back on the mainland, Mitchell did in fact map the industrial plains 
of the Dampier and Burrup coastlines. His Salt and Industrial suites, 
smaller than most of the paintings in his collection, are designed  
to be hung in gridded clusters, their display a nod to the organised, 
schematic nature of the many resource operations that occupy this 

Of course even the ‘realist’ landscape painters of the Colonial, 
Victorian and Federation eras were tapping into the intangible, the 
suggested and the emotional, specifically because what they painted 
was what they imagined as much as it was a desire to record reality. 
Yet intentional or otherwise this is the value of the creative arts, 
rather than its flaw, because most artforms do bridge the real  
and the corporeal. And in doing so they are able tap into something 
much more telling and significant about a place and its societal  
and cultural attitudes.

As a contemporary painter, Larry Mitchell fits into both categories 
of artistic ‘cartography’ yet his approach – both technically and 
philosophically – sits somewhere else altogether. His landscape 
work for The Pilbara Project in many ways carries the genes of 
his artistic predecessors – perhaps most notably Williams, whose 
Pilbara Series of 1979-1981 set precedence not only for a genre of 
suggested or gestured landscapes but for artistically surveying the 
Pilbara as a region. Mitchell’s Pilbara works do embody a certain 
gestural, impulsively-captured temperament that is akin to Williams’ 
work and also that of John Wolseley, whose ongoing studies of the 
arid Wimmera region of Victoria are also gestural and emotionally 
responsive. Mitchell says of his Pilbara collection that he ‘did not 
work to a defined or specific outcome’ and he stresses a lack  
of deliberate intentions when approaching a canvas. Step in close  
to some of Mitchell’s paintings – particularly The Black Hill and 
Range – and this experimental, responsive mark making is clear.

However unlike artists such as Williams or Wolseley, Mitchell’s 
finished product, at least at first sight, appears more deliberate 
and less ambiguous. Within each canvas sits a comprehensive, 
highly detailed adaptation of a different part of the Pilbara. Each 
painting is a portal with the capability of transporting you right 
there: to that place, that time of day, that part of the season. The 
I-spy detail of The Community may offer a distant aerial perspective, 
yet it feels immediate and real and the viewer’s experience of the 
painting is one if not of being there, then at least knowing that place. 
As a microscopically detailed view of the Parnngurr AboriginalParnngurr Aboriginal 
community on the fringes of the Great Sandy Desert, The Community 
espouses a sense of intimacy: the trees clustering domestically 
around faded buildings are a lush pale green, there are watertanks, 
a headless windmill, neatly parked cars and fabrics strung over 
washing lines.

Similarly, the Pilbara Island paintings and Off Varanus Island 
offer an instant and refreshing sense of ‘being there’. Three all-
encompassing paintings amid a collection of industrial and dry 

inland motifs, their transparent, softly rendered offerings of mint, 
jade and sea-kelp olive are like a tonic wrapped up in salty damp air 
and lapping water.

But on closer inspection things are not as you would think they 
should be in Larry Mitchell’s Pilbara. Encounter Place and  
Desert Queens Baths, both iterations of Mitchell’s May 2010 journey 
to the terrain inland from Newman, begin as one sort of landscape 
and end as another. Encounter Place evokes a kind of Picnic at 
Hanging Rock ambience (another perhaps accidental reference to 
the idiom of the Australian landscape), the left-hand side of this 
rocky outcrop gradually vanishing to a blinking white. The left canvas 
in the Desert Queens Baths diptych is similarly less distinct, this time 
dissolving the clear lines and forms of its right-hand counterpart 
to a pared-back wash of pattern and texture. Even the trees have 
dissolved from right to left, although this likely has more to do with 
the constantly changing nature of the Pilbara landscape, in which 
each kilometre can display an entirely different vista.

So his work in this way is at once deliberate and spontaneous, and 
on both counts undeniably ‘real’. For Mitchell though, the act of 
painting is motivated by more than his experiments in composition 
and mark making. Mitchell once told me of his approach: ‘thethe 
landscape is not only used as a motif for exploring the paint-subject 
relationship, but is also an attempt to awaken us to the uniqueness  
of this place in the belief that if it affects us enough, we will want  
to look after it’. 

This ethos remains true with the Pilbara Project collection. 
Mitchell’s landscape work is, to use an unpopular term, beautiful. 
Its immediacy and sense of truthfulness – exacerbated through the 
sheer enormity of most of the canvases – leads to an appreciation 
for the richness and uniqueness of the places depicted. Mitchell  
is playing on the intrinsic, emotional connections between people 
and environment and he says that ‘the aim of this is to increase‘the aim of this is to increase  
the intensity of involvement’.

He wants us to be impressed by this world, these landscapes, and 
in doing so to develop a sense of responsibility for, or commitment 
to them. Larry Mitchell is then in many ways a naturalist, if not a 
conservationist. His sense of responsibility for capturing the current 
status of remote or fragile environments as a means of highlighting 
their important place in the world comes through strongly in his 
work. The artist’s Project Abrolhos series of 2007 and Project West 
Kimberley series of 2009 offered similar regional surveys, the 
first of the declining fishing community of the Abrolhos Islands, 
off the coast of Geraldton, and the second a portrait of the West 

region, including salt, gas, iron ore and petroleum. Pilbara Suits 
offers a human perspective to such operations. Reminiscent of a 
Jeffrey Smart composition, but with the suited figures prominently 
in the foreground, Pilbara Suits is a characteristically diplomatic 
Mitchell painting. It is up to the viewer to decide whether the ‘suits’ 
are surveying their territory with a colonial air or whether they 
are simply anonymous figures in an overwhelming landscape that 
outsizes them and their enterprise.

With his Pilbara Project collection Larry Mitchell has for the first 
time attempted to capture not merely a section of a region but an 
inclusive sampling of its most pertinent characteristics. He has not 
travelled everywhere within the Pilbara but his journeys covered 
diverse and disparate topography: the ocean wilds of the Dampier 
Archipelago; Karratha; Point Samson and Roebourne; Newman; 
Port Hedland and its surrounds; Tom Price and Paraburdoo in the 
south; the National Parks of Karijini and Karlamilyi; and the hemlineKarlamilyi; and the hemlinethe hemline 
of the Western Deserts.

Mitchell – an artist, a cultural cartographer, a naturalist, a person 
who loves to be outside and to travel – has collated something rich 
and captivating. The mining companies, the traditional owners, the 
environmentalists, the scientists, the lovers of beauty: their stories 
and their circumstances are all mapped here, in both discernable 
and mysterious ways. This collection calls to everyone. It is the 
Pilbara’s siren song. 
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